Rules Sheet
Hole 1: Gold: Use Temp Pad on right. Blue: use Temp pad in Middle. Red: concrete pad. Water is OB.
Hole 2: Water OB and sidewalk/road (where road turns into park) and beyond are OB. 2-meter relief from
sidewalk/parking area (to provide relief from fence line). Curbing around road area is out of bounds. Watch
for players on 3 tee-pad! New Alt B!
Hole 3: Water OB and sidewalk and beyond are OB (2 meter relief from sidewalk). If you do not cross land from
the tee pad, re-tee or cascade drop zones (gold-blue-red). If disc crosses over land, may take penalty from exit
point and spot accordingly. Watch for throwers on hole 2 tee-pad! New Alt B!
Hole 4: Bermuda grass athletic field is a hazard area. There will be painted line or string. (Play from the location,
but add an additional penalty stroke) Road and beyond is in-bounds. Please be aware of all park users, and
show good judgement.
Hole 5: Water OB left. Over fence line near alternate basket location is OB (2-meter relief from barbwire).
Hole 6: Water OB left. Sidewalk and beyond are OB; gravel road on right is not OB. New Alt B!
Hole 7: On Sidewalk and beyond left are played as a hazard (additional stroke penalty, but play from lie). Fence
and beyond are OB. Where there is barbed wire, take 2-meter relief.
Hole 8: Dog park, sidewalk (long left), fence and beyond are OB. New Alt B!
Hole 9: Parking lot and beyond, fence and beyond are OB.
Hole 10: Water, parking lot, road and beyond are OB. Sidewalk is not OB. Mando on gold tee- left of Right side light
pole. If missed re-tee. If your disc lands in water, you may Cascade drop zones (gold-blue-red) or play with penalty
where disc exited OB.
Hole 11: Road and beyond, fence and beyond are OB. 2 meter rule applies to barbwire on right. Mulch bed/tree
line behind basket is in-bounds. Gold and blue pad have a Mando (light pole). If missed, re-tee at blue pad. (Drop
zone)
Hole 12: Road and beyond, mulch bed of tree line on right out of bounds– painted line. Gold Pad & Blue pad
Mando on tree in front and left of Blue pad (stay right). Blue pad is Drop zone for miss from Gold, retee if miss from
Blue. Blue & Red & Gold—Mando Light Pole. If any drive or ensuing shot misses the Light mando, the red tee box is
the mando drop zone. Small grass jutouts connected to left side of fairway are in bounds; all curbing is out of
bounds.
Hole 13: Water is OB. Option to the player to cascade drop zones (gold-blue-red) or play where disc entered OB. If
disc crosses over land, may take penalty from exit point and spot accordingly.
Hole 14: Water long is OB.
Hole 15: Water, sidewalk and beyond (playing field) are OB. All tees have a Mando (light poles outside of sidewalk).
From the tee pad, if mando is missed, play with penalty where disc exited before missed mando). Option to the
player to cascade drop zones if thrown over water. Please show good judgement and play away from all park
users
Hole 16: Sidewalk and beyond OB. No dividing line Please show good judgement and play away from all park
users, and field. New Alt B
Hole 17: Sidewalk (all concrete), gravel path, pavilion, road and beyond are OB. No Dividing OB Line as shown on
map.
Hole 18: Water, sidewalk (all concrete) and beyond, and pavilion are OB. No path requirement as shown on map.

